We come to the End of Summer 2016
September 2016

S.A.E.M wants to give thanks to our Father in Heaven for a positive and blessed summer.
The beginning of September finds us preparing for the second meeting of the year. Our Board
of Trustees will join me at SAEM to conduct the second meeting of the year this month. Our
mission will be celebrating its 52 years in the fall month of October!
Our work continues as it has for these many years; working at printing His Word and the
distribution of it to many Spanish speaking countries. The requests for our literature continue;
the walk-ins continue to visit. We are indeed blessed to serve our Lord and Savior in this
manner. We are but a small part of the great commission left to all Christians. Aside from our
literature, we have been participating in a big way to reach out to the needy in Cd. Juarez –
our sister city in Mexico. Our volunteer missionary, Daniel Torres, decided that in order for
the clothing that was piling up in our Ropero Samaritano (Samaritan’s Closet) it would need to
be taken into Juarez in small quantities. As we had mentioned before, the Mexican immigration
laws prohibit crossing big quantities of anything into Mexico, making it impossible for pastors
to take the much needed clothing. Their long trip to the mission allowed only the crossing of
literature with perhaps bags of beans and rice, which our mission also provides. Daniel’s
desire of taking the clothing a bit at a time did work, but he also made sure the clothing was
washed and folded. The bags were taken straight to his house
in Juarez; once he had enough to distribute, the first outreach
was done on Father’s Day in Dios con Nosotros church in
Juarez. The most recent gift of women’s clothing was taken
to one of our sponsoring pastors, Fidel Mancinas, who has
been serving our Lord for many years in Iglesia de Cristo at
Seis de Enero, a far to reach and very poor area. They will be
having a special outreach and giving out the bags of clothing.
We will be anxiously waiting to learn about their outreach!
Our van full of bags of clothing!

Also in Juarez, Pastor José Luna and his wife received with
open arms a much needed table for the comedor (dining room)
of their church where the children share a meal once a week.
These are the areas where we strive to assist. Our Lord places
the opportunities and we are grateful to be able to help. I am
truly blessed that I can count on Daniel Torres to follow through
on any outreach. He goes out of his way to help on behalf of this
mission. My right hand helper and assistant, Angelica Santiago, is here
four days a week ready to get the requested literature
ready to ship and even does the post office run for me
for all shipments within the U.S. Daniel is still driving
to the Juarez post office to send all boxes of literature
requests that are going out of country.
SAEM saves on shipping cost by sending the boxes out
of Mexico. We cover the the cost of the materials as
Reading a SAEM tract
well as the shipping.
Reading a SAEM tract

As God continues to provide for our daily work here at SAEM, we want to take every
opportunity to say “Thank you, Jesus!”
Especially “thank you” for all our
Christian supporters and volunteers.
Our printing continues; Terry Knippers
and wife, Amparo, will be joining us this
month as well for another press run!!
Becky, our young volunteer, processing Bibles

Our campus is looking lovely;
the trees and bushes are doing
excellent; our benevolence items continue to arrive; we
continue to host the groups that wish to visit and work
with us.

What more can we ask for?

For SAEM,

Office: 915-852-2525
staff@saeministries.com
650 Linwood Drive – El Paso, TX 79928
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